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Welcome to the third of four WonderZoo anthologies 

published this year! This edition contains an outstanding 

selection of poetry, short fiction and original artwork from 

artists and writers in the South West, throughout the UK 

and even from France.

Many regular WonderZoo writers have new work, including 

a magical piece by Raven Rose, a thought-provoking poem 

by Robin Oliver and Katie Oborn’s reflections on the 

experience of lockdown.

We are also pleased to welcome new writers including 

Dominic Cairns, with his nightmarish perspective on alcohol

abuse, and Ben Serpell, who fascinatingly adapts the Greek

dramatic style.

As well as engaging pieces from visual artists Alan 

Braidford, Becky Nuttall, Liane Cvetonovic and others, we 

have included recent WonderZoo posters, each hand 

designed by a local artist.

We would like to warn you that several works touch upon 

potentially triggering subjects, including the global 

pandemic and sexual abuse, so please bear this in mind 

when reading.

We hope you enjoy reading the collection and look out for 

the next one in October!

Gabi Marcellus-Temple

Editor
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One day I will be that tree over there,
by the wall’s grey bottom, the culvert buried
and the creek filled in, and bindweed climbing
up the love carved trunk, all calm and unhurried

in the morning break, with the prams and gum
and the playground chants filtered up through the 
leaves.
One day I will be the cat in the rafters
and the paint peeling off of the broad tilted eaves.

One day I will be the empty dunny
with the lino all cracked and askew from the 
planks
where the plumb bob offers its measure all funny
and the steam from the flue rises, humid and rank.

One day I will be the basement blocks
and the step cracked mortar by the old coal store
when the wall tumbles down in constituent rocks
and the fledglings all chatter, all asking for more

and my scratched old spectacles catching the tears
as I finally unlock and open the door.

Margaret Corvid
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Self defence

What I won’t say
when I lie
is that I don’t tell the truth
when I lie.

I may lie
when I say
that I won’t lie
when I say I don’t lie.

Why I lie
when I say
that I won’t lie
is a way of telling
half truths.

Sad Morning Song

I am hazy
about what happened
to us
last night
you are lazy
with offering me
a mite of consolation

I won’t give you
chapter and verse
but I could hum
a song from James’
album Gold Mother
to allay deception
as much as suspicion

What change would it make?
my haziness
your laziness
would remain
all day long
fossilised
in our minds

Olivier Cousin
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When Byron said,
‘If I don’t write to empty my mind, I go mad.’

what he really meant to say
was not ‘mind’ but ‘balls’,
and not ‘write’ but ‘fuck’,
because he was so Byronesque
they named Byronesque after him.

I do not think of Byron as a person
but a vampire, draining
vast tonics of blood with his quill,
blood magick to shape his reality,

I think of him like this
because vampires are cool
and it sounds neat,
blood magick is deliciously libertine.

When they painted his dead body
he had to hold so perfectly still
it looked like he was dead. And he was.

In this universe, I witness a stillness
to actually study it, one would have to die
but then no poem would come of it,

bitterness either way.

David Bowie came close to such a placidity,
so close that he died, and now
we have no David Bowie and no lyrics,

there’s that acrid taste again.
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What occurs each night
when I vibrate upon the kingsize mattress?

Eyes plucked out and handed to the keeper -
here upon the slab where the hand shakes
but it shouldn’t
but it does.

The feet weigh heavy, I imagine, much
like the darkened feathers of something angelical,

do the celestial walkers suffer with bad backs
because of the weight of their wings?

I am caught in a loop,
ugly yet comfortable,
each completion of a circuit
nudges the never-ending to uncoil,
a spiral, outwards, an exhilarating expansion.

When aborting the state of waking
quiet is recommended
yet the tremors in my muscles sing,
it is how I envisage the bluestones
(two miles west of Amesbury)
to sound when struck by an antler,

they are aimless notes
mostly
because of my lethargic limbs
but mostly
because I quit piano when I was young,

in the first scene of the wandering night
I am playing piano,
perhaps this link is less an end to a poem
and more
a mystery beyond my ken.
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How to live a better life

Not   at   all   curious   about   your   life,   the   meaning   of   it   or   self-knowledge,   you
congratulate
me for recently shaving my armpit hair and are surprised I hadn’t noticed and I say 
how curious that you would pay attention to this, my armpit hair, the existence of it or
not, 
when I don’t 
and I consider this and think, and say, I don’t pay attention to this and 
think more and say, you know, yeah,
wanting to go back and make the first response jumping out of my mouth to be 
why would I give a shit? 

But   that   moment   is   gone   and   I   repeat   I   don’t   give   a   shit   I   look   in   the   mirror
sometimes and say oh you’re still there and I consider this anew all over again 
that you comment on my armpit hair that is now not there and think yet again, and
say, 
but you know it hurts doesn’t it to shave it, yeah, it hurts and you say back to me 
it hurts, a question, 
you disbelieve me, and why would I shave it or not 

And then you go on and congratulate me for now wearing mascara and I say, but 
hmmm, and I 
have to consider that I do not consider these things and 
say out loud my mind is on other things and that is the end but 
why would anyone pay attention to anyone else’s presence or lack of 
armpit hair 

And as if reading my mind you have the final word and say yes yes at least your
armpit hair 
is not black, 
you have considered this, obviously, there is a woman at the market, you say, and
you 
stick out your tongue emphatically as if gagging and I am better in comparison
obviously as I have 
pale armpit hair but not 100 percent better as it’s there, 
it exists, 
one of your eyebrows goes up to confirm this as you have thought about it obviously
and I 
with my disbelief pay no attention as though it is pure fabrication all of it and 
I 
find myself 
in a place 
I never imagined never thought I would be thinking about the hair that grows in my
armpits and I 
want to be back 
at the beginning 
where I don’t think about it at all

Lesley Constable
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Murder of Crows

What is the darkness, this darkness that surrounds you? 
How is it called? And why does it travel seeking others? Call
to it. Call it back. It is yours.

The night crowns their heads, these women who stand 
together, alone, in this darkened doorway, their medieval 
whispers rise and rise above the door arching up and wide, 
circling like crows, and elsewhere is the focus of their eyes, 
shrouded, not meant to be seen.  It is their secret. 

Boys in the street come and go, leave and leave and return
to the brightly lit shops, packets of donuts, beers if they 
can, but it is different tonight. A chill. A stillness in the 
movement. Inanimate, yet in motion.

At dusk the black birds come as one, travel as one to the 
high palms in the Plaza to roost black wings fast as they 
move almost visible on the diagonal of your vision almost 
seen yet not seen. Invisible yet heard their sounds that 
reach in and down and move down into your body as body, 
becoming body, being as bird, they are your body these 
sounds of these birds that they make when the sun goes 
down. I am here. 

The cake lady sells her last piece of flan and there is no 
fear tonight. No fear. Ravens all of us, tonight, ravens all, 
glances unmet voices hushed, players all, this murder of 
crows that will play across the face, your face like a 
shadow, the faces, the guarded faces, all, not meant to be 
seen. 

A man under the street lamp stands and strokes the chest 
of another man. He is visible. He will let me see him. He 
will let me see him and he has given me this, this gift. 
Tonight, this night, I, too, am visible to all.

Lesley Constable©copyright, 2014
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Poetry, to me (inspired by Chi)

It’s a friend, a world, food and shelter.
It terrifies me, but sometimes nothing else
can reach me, free me, make me feel safer
than gathering round its flame of hope.
When everything’s gone airless
and dark and little else survives -
poetry keeps me alive.

Words are my fuel. If I stop I grow
listless and tired, but worst of all
cruel and unkind bored with a life
that becomes bereft of beauty and complexity -
without poetry.

I write to lead others to the places I
find in the page, let them feel the space,
the freedom to trust without
having to be broken
before I find a way in.

But that’s where the magic ends.
I can’t take away pain, I can’t force freedom
into anyone too scared or too tight to release
years of armour whose strength
was an illusion for what it believed was threatened
never needed protecting anyway.
All that truly matters is eternal, untouchable
beyond the pains of this world.

So I lay my playful stepping stone stanzas
across the river rushing through the void
and enjoy watching the ripples they create as they land
at times I fall in, for words get slippery too, like stones.
But falling in isn’t so bad. It’s a rest, a break, an escape
from a world that forces something that remembers
Its original non-dichotomy to split, divide, choose between
two parts of a me longing to be one while staying, remaining
separated.

There is growth, there is magic, there is treasure to mine
along that dark seam, the gap between the pieces of me separated by 
this dualistic world. Like splitting the atom.
There are few things more powerful than letting poetry truly -
happen.

Harula Ladd
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Breathe In (A guided meditation for surviving Covid-19)

Breathe in through your mask
and out through your mask.
Keep your feet two metres apart and
feel the stretch.
Rest your gloves on your knees and
imagine the feel of skin on skin.

Breathe in through your mask
and out through your mask.
Let the paradox stay at home go
to work be your koan.
Accept that truth is hard to grasp so
do not waste breath asking for it.

Breathe in through your mask
and out through your mask.
Surrender your digital privacy and
let civil liberty fall away painlessly.
You never had it anyway.
Stay away from those you love,
strangers, colleagues, clients are your family now.

Breathe in through your mask
and out through your mask.
Fall deeply, deeply, deeply
into debt, but do not forget to,
Eat out and help out.
Eat out and help out.
We are all in this together, so let us not
judge the boats of others.

Breathe in through your mask
and out through your mask.
Zoom in and zoom out, not forgetting to
mute and stop camera before taking a shower.
Bathe in positive thoughts and hope rays.

Breathe in through your mask
And out through your mask.
You should be at a place of deep peace right now,
Especially if you are;
over eighty
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and/or overweight
and/or overworked and underpaid
and/or living in a care home
but, if you still need to -

Breathe in through your mask
and out through your mask.
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ALL THE SAD-EYED MAMMALS

So here I stand, having lived a life that would have sent many a lesser man to a premature grave 

decades past, looking back to the days when I was called simply Smoggy or the Smogster or BD,

even though those weren’t my initials, and my teachers thought it would be highly educational to

take us on a trip to an air force base.

     ‘Now,’ said a guy in a blue serge uniform with three white stripes, ‘anyone here speak 

Russian?’

     We were all of us aged seven or even seven and a half and, as far as I was aware, 

monolingual. We looked at this warrior with a compound of awe and terror. ‘We’ve got nuclear 

weapons, right over there,’ the man said, swelling with self-regard and nodding his head towards 

a hangar ringed with razor wire. Our teachers smiled and looked at us with a silence that said, 

‘Didn’t we say this would be good?’. But, not for the last time, they were mistaken.

     Another time they took us to a zoo where sad-eyed mammals stared blankly at us through bars

and wires and chains and made us want to howl. Arnold Grimes tried to interview a moth-eaten 

chimpanzee but ended up giving it his pencil to chew on. On the way back, the road unfurling 

ahead of us in a seemingly limitless coil of loops and whirls, like tape from a busted cassette, 

Celestine Funnel brought up her lemon meringue pie and we all cheered. The years ahead were 

our toys.

     In 1978, as my teens arrived amid a torrent of pimples and sullen poses, comprehensive 

educators arranged for us to visit the Science Museum. Me and Arlan Gripper bunked off and 

tubed it all the way to Charing Cross Road where we bought punk rock badges in a t-shirt shop 

right next door to a bombsite that was still a bombsite, and marvelled at a guy with a grimace to 

make Ronnie Kray cower and the words Adam and the Ants emulsioned all over the back of his 
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biker leather.

     Another time we went to the Houses of Parliament, where our first woman prime minister was

holding sway, and, in a weird foreshadowing of my future life, then took a sojourn around the 

Fleet Street offices of the Daily Mirror, where a grizzled old hack, fragrant with the aroma of 

Capston Full Strength and Watney's  Red, told us a joke which can’t be relayed in the 21st 

Century.

     He then inched me aside and said: ‘Never get mixed up in this racket, kiddo. One day it won’t

even be on paper,  it'll all be on something some guy in California is inventing in his garage right

this second.’

     He looked like the sort of feller who spent his days, and nights too, in dive bars and dog 

tracks and betting shops, and newsrooms stacked with newsprint and ashtrays and yesterdays 

chip wrappers, which is to say newsprint.

     ‘Hey, junior,’ he rasped, ‘tell me straight, what DO you want to be when you grow up?’ 

     I told him I wanted to be just like him, minus the booze and fags, and the body odour, which 

made him kind of shudder. ‘Listen, sunbeam,’ he wheezed between hacking coughs, ‘take my 

advice, try something with a future, like welding.’

      I panned my gaze around the newsroom. Sad-eyed mammals stared blankly at us, it was like 

we were back in that zoo, only everyone was banging on an Olivetti.

     ‘Newspapers?’ the hack guy said, shaking another tab from the pack. ‘Pah. I'll tell you about 

newspapers.” He took a long, dry toke, squinted, exhaled. ‘Ever seen that TV show, Star Trek? 

No one reads a newspaper.’ He pointed right at me. ‘That's the future.’

     Of course, I didn't follow his wise counsel, although I've never lit up a coffin nail in my life, 

so I guess there’s one positive, plus I kind of thought that because Kirk, Spock and the rest were 
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living in the year 2265 I'd be all right in following the noble profession of thumbsucker 

newshawk. Turns out I got my sums all wrong, but, hey, I’m a writer not a mathematician. 

     And now, even though I’m a good few years nearer to the great dirt nap, I still get a kick out 

of scrawling like I’m steering a skateboard down the gnarliest slope on the hill. Batting out news 

put a roof over my head and my children through state school. It’s been one hell of a trip, one 

I’m glad I didn’t bunk off from. But in days to come, when all that remains of newsprint is dust, 

only the fearless will be left to tell our stories.
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In the well 
 
Although the world does not partake 
In rhythm gently I’ll awake 
In songs, in whispers, in the wind 
The ball of light will guide my limbs 
                   The meaning broken but well meant 
                   I’ll show it, share it, and I’ll vent 
                   The tiny pieces, crumbling bricks 
                   Will stain my fingers, bony sticks 
And wheels of time, the rhythm ceased, 
Forsaken by who loved me least, 
Will wrestle, turn and decompose 
I’ll finish climbing, I’ll rush home 
                  The door ajar, the hinges oiled 
                  The air is still, the earth, the soil 
                  It’s music, lull, cast under spell 
                  It’s not a wishing, but a dying well. 
 
 
Time in lockdown 
 
Time drips slowly, bit by bit 
The drops so heavy and so thick, 
In this dark suffocating room 
It prophesises your own doom 
                 And doom will come with soft caress 
                 With sticky brain and tenderness, 
                 Its safety lulling you to tenderness 
                 That’s everlasting, it’s so deep. 
You’ll think you’re safe but in an instant 
Reality will shift, reason grow distant 
All that you thought was certain, true 
Ripped out, torn off, stolen from you. 
                  So how to cope when you’ve got rage, 
                  When all’s unsettling and strange, 
                  When all the gifts mean so little, 
                  When your reality is brittle? 
I sometimes feel so much, and sometimes not. 
Drips of time curve to a spiral and shrink to a dot. 
Colours shift and disappear, tire my eyes. 
I hope this subpar version of me will suffice.  
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Lockdown days 
 
Way before dawn the robin sings, no other sound around. Imagine times gone by, decades 
before cars. Cornflower skies rise, echoes of blackbird song as light pervades. 
 
An hour’s walk at quiet time, down to a shore where orange-tips and holly-blues dance by 
charlock and the blackberry hedge with its coils of bramble, not yet in flower. 
 
City surrounds, death lurks in bubbles on surfaces or held in the air between us, as we pass on 
paths in a two metre dance like zombies in a film, over the bridge with our heads in the air. 
 
Back to the house to eagerly wait for lettuce seeds to spring through earth by the window with a 
distant view of neon fields, shining in sunshine and showers, glow of buttercups. 
 
A seat out back in a north-facing yard even gets rays this time of year, simple bliss, shimmering 
breeze shakes toad-flax growing from high walls, the occasional bee weighs down the heart 
shaped leaves. 
 
By my feet a fern unfurls. I wonder where the world will be when cherry tree leaves are falling 
like flames to the ground. 
 
Twilight now, two bats flicker in the west, sky’s light all pink and grey 
Sinks another noiseless day then Venus rises, fitting the silence. 
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What can I observe? 
 
I see the criss-cross trees 
In the sunlight 

I am not a fool 
For they are my sole 
Soul's delight 
 
I see my cat 
She tumbles 
And tangles 

With my feet 
 
She says to me 
I go, go, go 
A strange shadow 

She doth summon 
On our communal lawn. 
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They tell us the original sin 
Was Eve taking that first bite. 
But what if it was 
Choosing to have us 
Live in ignorance. 
To never know our own minds, 
Following without thought 
Never knowing freedom. 
When Eve plucked the apple 
From the tree of knowledge, 
Sweet nectar of understanding 
Running down her chin. 
That wasn’t sin, 
It was a miracle, 
And I thank her for it. 

Seeds - Raven Rose
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The Masterpiece of Life

Absorb your dreams into your being 

Listen to the whispers of your untethered mind 

Find a solace in the chaos 

This was never meant to stand the test of time

So knowing that we'll someday vanish

Let us love the sun

And love the moon 

And every last detail 

Of every warm embrace

The moments are gone too soon

And I will surely miss your beautiful face

So let’s swim in moonbeams 

And lay with dandelions 

Let’s glisten with sea water 

Under a scorching sun 

The earth breaths winds of peace all around us 

It wants us to play and have fun

And then we'll return to our rightful place 

In the belly of blissful release 

Until then I want to live in gratitude and grace 

Loving each fleeting glimpse of this masterpiece
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There is a restless part of me

it paces the room, listless... aroused,

from behind bars; eyes bright

warm in the cool summer night,

and she paces, 

paces, 

paces... 

My eyes flick to hers and see the woman free:

arched back rolling through languorous spine

circles through hips that tip, dip, sighing

forward hanging jewelled nipples to candlelight

the silhouette of breast, caressed... 

The woman whose eyes narrow, lips pout

so gently at the destruction around her

as the back of her hand dismisses

that which offends from the line of sight

and she smiles,

 

smiles, 

Smiles. 

Tamora Dhanipersad



Behind her through rough-hewn window

deserts break under a torrent of rain

dissolving into the crystal sunlight golden green

it blurs into her aura of shattered light

adorning flame lit satin skin slick to lips

sinking softly through gently muscled flank

that arches into loving teeth staining the tongue

with salt sweetness,

and she sighs, 

Sighs,

 

Sighs.

Softening in cloying humidity,

a curtain freed by passing storms,

the first wave of cool before the rain,

behind heavy eyelashes; eyes bright

warm in the cool summer night,

and she stretches.



Your misery is as a cog in a machine
gears above grinding thin in routine,
gears below you wearing endlessly
as others around whirl carelessly,

into your core as you turn and think:
"What if this cog below would just shrink?"
"What if I just made a little bit more?"
"What if they just opened the door?"

‘They’ are nothing more than cogs themselves,
endlessly turning or rotting on shelves.
Driven by engines they will never see
producing speeds engineers didn't decree,

and should one cog magically work itself free,
falling before the machine to foresee,
they will not be heard above the din;
a thousand cogs telling them to get back in!

How hard they make the work for them!
How dare they take another break again!

Their message may reach a few before then,
but they bear the weight of all above them…
The Owner throws that cog into the sea,
leaves it sinking in dark obscurity.

So, the gears will grind for eternity
(the machine ever more a dark absurdity)
an escapade so nonchalantly cruel,
justifying the Owner’s swift removal,

before the cogs become their own fuel. 

Modern Life
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Back When

Remember when you first changed your name?

and every greeting felt like a celebration of freedom,

a renunciation of incarceration,

a stepping from shadow into light,

do you remember how that liberation tasted in your mouth?

sweeter than a honeysuckle in mid bloom,

or a lemon sherbet when you finally meet the middle,

hearing your name of your choosing,

of your own making and moulding,

rolling off the tongues of friends and family,

do you remember the spark you felt?

like you’d just been hit by fifty volts,

this glow inside of you that burned, and rose,

having finally been called out into the world,

do you remember when they first called you him?

when your mother called you son,

how big your heart swelled, like a full and ripe berry,

and don’t forget how proud you felt,

how much taller you could stand,

how good it felt to reclaim your own skin,

like a puppet who’d finally cut his own strings,

and for the first time staggered free.

Remember him? Remember me?

Don’t go forgetting all that,

don’t go bowing your knee,

like you don’t have a voice,

like your veins don’t run with rivers of poetry,

because you are a man,

and that man is free 
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Dishwasher

I’m jealous of the dishwasher,
With its constant daily rhythm,
Its constant job,
Its constant cleanliness,
How smug it sits there,
Singing away, making our squalor,
Into a garish razzle dazzle show,
As if the world hasn’t halted,
As if I’m not there to hear it.

For she has built a kingdom

Time is passing quicker than I imagined.
When I look into the mirror, I don’t recognise the woman looking back.
I panic a little, arrested by the pale lips, lacklustre locks and the wrinkling map slowly 
appearing
on my face.
But then, I notice the colour of my eyes, aqua like the water, the constant in this changing
ocean.
I think about my insides, the bits that I don’t judge,
the water running through me,
the water that keeps us all breathing; connected.
I look up again and she is different.
She is stronger than her youthful friend, steady, with one face instead of one pimple or 
stray hair
out of place.
She is whole and not sold to others in parts or scrutinised for hours on end.

She is scrappy for sure, unpolished now, but more like a piece of art.
She sees things beyond the wild eyes of youth. She appreciates the stars and smells the 
earth
when she strides.
She notices the intricate pattern of a shirt and not what’s underneath.
She appreciates the quiet and peaceful nature, unspoilt by drugs, bright lights and jumping
bodies.
She contemplates mortality and appreciates death.
She is no longer reckless with other people’s emotions.
There is nothing for her to prove, no need to fill the silence, no thrill she hasn’t chased, no
waiting - it’s all never or now,
Small lightning bug movements clasped fervently in the fist.
She listens and marvels at the world,
knowing she may not have time to see it all,
so she dreams differently.

She is fully awake without rush or need - fulfilment the prize taken from all she has 
conjured
with her sun scarred hands;
not to be mistaken with her muted ways,
for she has built a kingdom.
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fuck this shit
she said as the card reader bleeped
its acceptance of another five quid vodka
the lies of her childhood
revealed in cold dark adulthood

she's over this fucking job
and she's under the moon, not over it
neon lights flash in the distance
dancing the throb of her fallen metropolis
a city without love and a city without heart

no money's gonna make this worthwhile
nobody's gonna save her hair
from the vomit and the flush
it's all gone across the event horizon
disappeared into what we don't know
 
they all let her down, left her for dead
so she's packing a holdall
stuffed with cheap ripped denim
and old ideas that still haunt
and will haunt wherever she goes
 
night bus to a finite end
to another place with its sewers of lies
and streets of strangled stigmas
nothing's better there
but at least it's not here

dawn into this new hell
and her makeup clinging fast from last night
the frigid morning air doesn't sober her
instead it releases the doubt
that no fresh start comes at the end 

bridge sprawling across the wide winding river
grey swirling cold water below
this is the end of her love
with a world she grew to hate
splash, silence, serenity

Jamie Wright - Fuck This Shit
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On the Paramount Importance of Cake

Cake is important. To describe cake as extremely important would be overdoing it a bit, and
an overdone cake is hard, black, and is yet another piece of evidence that somewhere in pre-
history, humankind took a wrong turn. No, the importance of cake is more very than extreme.
The very importance of cake can hardly be over-exaggerated enough.

What, exactly, is cake? To come up with a definition is by no means a piece of cake. Rather
than come up with no definition, I will attempt what I once heard a philosopher call an 
ostensive definition. What you do is point at some cake, any cake, say, “That’s cake,” wait
while your listener gets this, then say, “Anything resembling that is also cake.”

This, on my plate isn’t cake, it’s a crumb. A crumb is a very small bit of cake that has become
separated from the parent body. Most cakes consist mostly of crumbs, and yet, strangely,
cakes are not made of crumbs. Open a book of cake recipes, scan the lists of ingredients, and
you won’t find a single mention of crumbs.

I find it slightly depressing to think that in all my 74 years I haven’t baked a single cake,
because, as I said, cake is of a paramount importance that can hardly be sufficiently over-
exaggerated enough. Is that clear? I hope not, because if it is, then you haven’t begun to
understand, and I’m going to have to start all over again. Oh if only I’d begun by starting all
over again! – then I could have saved myself the trouble of writing this first attempt.

James Turner
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Άλόπη
A DRAMATIC POEM

from the fragments of Euripides

The Scene of the Drama is partly on the Attic shore at Eleusis, and partly within the Palace of Cercyon.

Canto The Seventh
within the chamber of Alopé

CERCYON – King of Eleusis, father of Alopé
ALOPÉ – Princess of Eleusis, daughter of Cercyon

[CERCYON]
Come my daughter warm your father's embrace.
There is a trouble that stirs my ear, word
has come that you skirt with harm, that you stray
to troubled waters and not the calming
currents of our shore. Enlighten me of
your adventures?

[ALOPÉ]
O father I swam a

little further than is my norm. And now
it seems the whole court is in a stir. I
did not sprout wings and fly away. I swam
out and I swam back. I am sorry if
my actions were misread. The day was fine,
the waters warm, calm and inviting. What
bather would not have lingered?

[CERCYON]
To linger

beneath the watchman's gaze is one thing. To
stray beyond it is quite another. His
eyes are my eyes, the eyes of a father
watching over his growing daughter. It
is a tale as old as time. 

Though you may
not think it, in the sorrowed absence of
your mother, you alone are my jewel
on this earth. That that I must protect the
most. Away from your own charms that you are
my daughter makes you a prize to many.
A coveted possession, an object
of ransom or demand. Know your place in
the world Alopé, a palace bed is
not the haunt of many. The stars are a
fine covering on a hot summer’s night,
but during the winter snows is not lamb’s
fleece a welcome comfort, are our servants
not a welcome aid, our guards an ease of
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fear. You would riddle me with your tales of
shepherds and wolves. So let me speak akin, stray
not to the mouths of wolves. For a flesh like
yours is that they crave the most. So let the
watchman watch you, for he is I! And I
your guardian.

[ALOPÉ]
Father come now, what wolves

lie in our waters?
[CERCYON]

Enough my girl, you
will not make jest. For in those waters lie
the wolves that took your mother. There is a
devilry in the deep, a mysticism
that few mortals know, the sea is not a
playground. It is a tempest, waiting for
one to lower their guard, waiting for one
to feel comfort at a dagger's edge. The
sea is a blade ever eager to cut,
a well of sadness — seeking supplicant
suffrage.

[ALOPÉ]
What be your council my father?

[CERCYON]
Be no fool my girl, be wise in your
actions. Trust the trustworthy, trust those who
protect, those who nurture, those that you have
grown to know. And simply; stray not from the
watchman's gaze. You are not chained! Along the
shoreline you may wander, within the bay
you may bathe. 

Be thankful for the freedoms
you have. Fly not too close to the sun.
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The Blink of an Eye

.

It was never my thing

but some of my mates liked a fight

so it came as no surprise

when Tebb, Aston, Dalton, Carolan, Kelly and me

17 and drunk

making our way home along Princess Parkway

were jumped

by another crowd who smelled blood

and rushed us from behind

I swung around no time for fear

all I saw was a battery torch

in a hand held high

that came crashing down on my skull

and I crumpled to ground

that was it for me and it was over in minutes 

Aston kicked him away

Dalton took one of them

through a privet hedge left him

whimpering in the garden

Carolan and Kelly and Tebb saw the others off

Aston pulled me up and we caught the bus home.

I had to get away from there

and a few years later I gave up booze

for drugs

and not long after that quit drugs for booze again

I was married by then

with a couple of kids

it was good

then it was good no more

and the whole weight of stuff
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hung over me

we fell out, the wife and me

and fell two thousand miles apart

she died

the kids grew up had kids of their own

and weight of their own to bear

and my mates? 

well, Kelly was a bully

he charged Anthony

the simpler of the simple brothers Malone 

two quid

for a ride home from work

in the boot of his Cortina 

and one time beat the shit out of him 

repeatedly crashing his head 

against the concrete in the carpark 

of the Portway Hotel

possessed, sweating

heaving

eyes glassed 

staring down 

drool dripped

into the punch-drunked face.

He’d done time

made money and lost money

and died the other year of lung cancer

Aston was ostracised for a time

I never knew why maybe it was

the sky-blue drainpipe jeans

the way he cackled when he told us

the Swedish girl wanted him to piss on her

maybe it was that 
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all too exotic for Catholic boys

like those foreign films for the raincoats

at The Cinephone on Market Street

later, he married. Then, just 29,

got himself killed when his car swerved

and ran under a truck.

Tebb emigrated to Australia

a ten quid pom became a builder

sought me out one time when he came home

to bury his dad. I didn’t know him

until he raised an arm in a gesture I recognised

he had his son with him

not like my sons who were older

and at or about to be at 

university

you can see where this is going

we got drunk, didn’t get on too good

said goodbye

too many miles, too many years.

Dalton shoplifted to order

got me a copy of Finnegans Wake

I later sold unread on Shude Hill market 

he was asleep when fire swept through his house

never woke up.

Carolan, last I heard, 

was keeping pigeons in Handforth.

pigeons

they’re long gone, I’m still here

staring out the window

making my way to a place

I’ll never know. You look forward

then look back, try and make sense of it all
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road traffic accidents, house fires, shoplifting 

pigeons

a young woman in a golden shower

watersports, 

young men fighting

how people come into lives and go

the things they do

the weight they carry

the times they have

then have no more

why that guy carried a torch

things I’ll never know

it eats into me

the love of my children

their children

who wake eyes shining 

and rush bright into day

the world I’ll leave behind

in bed I lie awake

listening to the hissing of the long night ahead.
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The Weight of Dust

I once wrote a love letter to a woman

I thought I loved

It was a beautiful thing, this letter, it began

At the beginning looped through the end

And back to the beginning a perfect

circle, then, or maybe a figure of eight

a beautiful thing, as I said, this letter I wrote

to a woman I thought I loved

but didn’t send

because things happen that cause stars to 
move,

worlds to shift on their axis and list in their 
orbit

tiny things in faraway places to which 
nobody

pays any attention until it’s all too late

like the weight of dust gathering on 
childhood

toys in a cupboard under the stairs.
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Imagine (after Brexit)

having to listen to a pensioner 
playing old tunes on the organ with his back 
to the wall in an empty pub
while his wife, still pale in the candle light
looks on at the next table, fiddling with the bright 
crochet panels on her handbag and claps every time
the music stops and you repeat loudly, in your accent,
“I just came here for a bit of peace”
while he plays on, and on, and on.
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They Make a Desolation and Call it Peace

Shovels

Diphtheria

War Club

Varicella

Bow case

Cholera

Tomahawk

Tuberculosis

Arrow

Typhus

Quiver

Syphilis

Fishing Pole

Bubonic plague
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My name is Indifference 

The problem is not Dominic Cummings 

The problem is me 

I am indifferent in protest

I am indifferent in advocacy

I am indifferent in codes

I am indifferent in hypocrisy

I am indifferent to indifference

The problem is not Dominic Cummings

It’s my indifference to everything including me

I am indifferent to birds when I cannot hear them

I am indifferent to the drowning when I cannot save them

I am indifferent to the many when I cannot count them

I am indifferent to the different when I cannot imagine them 

I am indifferent to personalities when I cannot worship them

I am indifferent to shite and bile and flesh when I cannot sentimentalise them

I am in different ways in different people

I am in different plays in different games in different politics 

But I am always indifferent to objects and women

I do not distinguish between them

I am indifferent to the moors when they are ripped

But I turn on the light bulb

To the chicken in its wrapping
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But I hold the match to the gas

To the nitrogen green in a bucolic sheen

But I drive to it

To the hours of indifferent dramas I have seen

To the powers to upload a human into a machine

I am in difference and 

I am in different ways indifferently in me  

Bad things happened

I closed down

I forgot my talent for empathy 

Dominic Cummings is not the problem

The problem is me

And I am in charge of this democracy

Digitally, ambitiously, fatally

When I cannot trigger you remotely 

I am indifferent to you guys

Though you meet your obligations dutifully (well done).

My name is Dominic Cummings

And in my survival are your ruins.  
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The Big Corona Mountain

It’s been hell in isolation since the lazy government and the vibrant virus closed the 
doors on us

And we retreated with little fuss or protest and, but for a weekly applause, we 
seemed to spend the rest of our time

Imagining the loneliness of others. But what if it had all been a little bit different, and
behind those walls and between those floors

Were those who avoided the hours watching Netflix and fearing the antics of the 
irresponsible, but went on their own journeys

Daydreaming in armchairs and under the sun on kitchen chairs out in their yards. For
them,

The flags were flying in their minds, and they were striding across deserts where 
there were no laws,

They were playing circuses where the clowns gathered after the show to divide up all
the spoils, 

They smuggled with Black Joan and Finnygook delivering silks and brandies to key 
workers’ cottages, 

Snuggling up to foxglove paths and along dragonbacks over the peninsulas, 

Their feelings, hot tips and weird ideas leaching like varicose veins over the 
shadowlands of the islands,

So when the scientists finally order the doors to be opened and the houses to be 
emptied into shops and factories and offices,

It is not the same crowd that comes, but a-marching emerges lions with green coats, 
and divas with insect mandibles,

Philosophers with giant fists, gang members with knife blades blunted on turnips, 
superhero lycra stretched over old injuries,

And the supermarkets are unpeopled as an army of book readers descend on the 
fields,

Pole dancers dive off the rocks and swim to the pillars of the horizon, while X-Box 
players

Bury their machinery in the back garden and that sweet old lady in the flats exhibits 
three months of autoerotic chicanery,

And the news is how we all went stark staring sane, totally and utterly and 
magnificently sane,

And how folk, who had never owed or owned very much at all, vowed that things can
and will never be the same.     
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Carly

   Have you ever thought about leaving your body? said Jasper.

   What, like an out of body experience? said Carly.

   I’ve had a few out of head experiences, said Jonathon. 

   Shut up, said Carly, heaving herself forward on the Legless Sofa to whack him

with the back of her hand. Firelight painted her face orange and black. You don’t

understand anything spiritual, you. But she was laughing too.

   No, I mean like to science, said Jasper. Leaving your body to science.

     No, fuck off, said Jonathon. It’s just havin a load of posh medical students

cutting you up and playin catch with your willy.

     Right, right, see, that’s what people think, said Jasper. That’s what people

imagine. He sucked on a roll up. He was old. He wore a woolly hat.

   I never imagined anyone playing catch with my willy, said Carly. Not once. She

swiped at Jonathan again, shouted a laugh, haaa, like a crow.

   But you can leave it to forensic science, too, said Jasper.

    Jonathan got up. I’ll get wood, he said. He faded into the blackness between

the trailer and Carly’s Commer. They could hear him pissing.

  Not by my door, you fuckin… Carly shouted into the darkness. Fucksake.

   Like, you know on tv when the guy says, he’s been dead for less than forty-

eight hours. Or she’s been in the water for three days.

  Who does? What you on about? said Carly. She was drunk. She was drunk every

night.

  Fucksake, said Jasper. The guy. In, you know. On the telly. In cop shows. The one

who   tells   them   how   long   the   guy’s   been   dead.   Or   if   he   was   murdered   or

whatever.

  Forensics, Jonathan said. He was holding three pieces of wood, each about the

size of a toddler’s arm. I get you.

  What fuckin use is that? said Carly.

   So they can catch the fuckin murderer, said Jasper. Fucksake. What’s wrong

with you, woman?

  Not that, fuck off, said Carly. The wood. It’s cold. Look what he’s brought.

  I brought a big bit, too, said Jonathon. It’s there. I couldn’t lift it.

  I’ll help you, said Jasper. He stood up. Brushed ash off his thighs. He held the

roll up in his mouth, put his can of beer carefully into his coat pocket. They

clattered into the dark and came back a minute later with a great round of wood
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that they carried between them, a slice through the trunk of an old, old tree.

They staggered under its weight. They couldn’t put it down so they just heaved it

straight onto the fire. Sparks fountained up and out, orange.

   Jesus   fuckin…   said   Carly,   batting   sparks   from   her   hair.   What   you   doing?

Fucksake.

  That’ll go for a while, eh? said Jasper, smiling as he sat down on his upturned

crate. The two men seemed pleased with themselves and each other, flushed

with effort. Pleased to have joined forces to annoy Carly, not that she was

anything but good to them. The trailer where they both slept was hers, as well as

the dark green Commer. She made sure they ate most days. Maybe that was why

it felt good to unite against her, if only in small ways.

  Will it fuck, she said. That won’t burn.

  The men ignored her.

  But how does he know? Jasper was saying.

  Right, right, said Jonathon. He would agree to anything now. After the wood.

  Who? What you on about? said Carly. She had a bottle. She wasn’t sharing.

   The  guy, said Jonathon, rolling his eyes, smiling at Jasper. Flirting almost, it

looked like.

   Right, right, the guy, said Jasper. The forensic guy, who tells the… the other

guy, how long the body’s been in the water, or if the girl was raped or whatever,

how long she’s been dead.

  Raped or whatever? said Carly. But no-one listened. She kept saying it, her face

making exaggerated expressions, her voice getting quieter and quieter. Raped

or…whatever? Raped…or whatever? The men kept talking. They didn't listen to

her.

  How they know, right, how the guy knows, is, they have this place, right. Where

people leave their bodies. I mean, if you leave your body to science, they take

you to this place, then they go, right, if you leave a body underwater, what does

it look like after so much time. Or if you bury it, or leave it above ground, or

whatever.

   Raped…or whatever? Carly said, but they did not listen.

   Yeah, yeah, said Jonathon. And they take pictures, right? Or film it, or probably

do, like, timelapse, fuckin hell, man! He was younger than Jasper. He was drunk,

but not as drunk as Carly. He wore a red puffer jacket, white baseball cap. Woah,

imagine seein that. Fuckin timelapse, man, of people rotting and shit.

  Tell me about it, said Jasper. They’ve got all this…data. What does a severed leg
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look like after so many hours, so many days. A severed head. All that.

  Raped…or whatever? Whatever?

  My mate worked in one of these places, is the point. She was a copper, but not,

y’know, in uniform. This was a long time ago. She told me all about it, said

Jasper. She said, get this, right. He paused, patted his pockets for a lighter.

Jonathon handed him one, but it didn’t work. Jasper took a stick from the fire,

blew on it till it glowed yellow-orange, lit his stub of roll-up, squinting.

   She said when maggots are eating you, it sounds like Rice Crispies. Snap,

crackle and pop.

  Jonathon laughed hysterically. Too loud, too long. Afterwards he said, I’m never

eating Rice Crispies again. Shit.

   They looked at the fire for a while. They might have noticed that Carly was

muttering, but they most likely thought it was about the fire, which was going

out. Jonathon tried to feed it his three small pieces of wood, which had been lying

on the ground in front of him, by his feet, but it made no difference.

   It was cold. Jasper passed Jonathon his can but there was only spit in it now.

They could hear traffic from the road but there was a ridge of earth and trees in

between so they could not be seen.

   What they really liked to get, Jasper said, looking at Carly. Was kids.

    There was a silence. Jonathan looked over at Carly, but he couldn’t see her

face. He couldn’t tell if she had passed out. She had a hood on. She looked like a

pile of clothes on the Legless Sofa.

   They didn’t get many, of course. People don’t want to. People don’t care if it’s

gonna help solve a murder. People don’t like to think about it. His voice was flat,

hard, mean. But every so often they’d get one, and they loved it. Loved it if they

got a baby.

   At first, Jonathon didn’t know where the sound was coming from. He thought

the branch of a tree was being torn off by the wind, but there was no wind. He

thought metal was tearing, he thought sirens were coming for them, he thought

a wild animal was coming to bite their faces off.

     Carly’s scream grew and spread over them like the sun rising, like the sun

coming up if you were a vampire and every drop of sunlight melted your skin like

acid. She threw the empty bottle at Jasper’s head and it bounced off his face into

the fire.

  Jonathon jumped to his feet, staggered back, fell on his backside.

   You fucker, she was screaming. You don’t know. You don’t know what you’re
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fucking talking about. You never had a fucking baby. Do you know what you’re

talking about? Fuck off. Fuck off. Fuck off.

   Jasper tried to stand but fell onto his knees. The fire was a ring of embers with

the big lump of wood heavy and barely burnt in the middle of it. His hands

gripped the useless great slice of tree. He spluttered and choked in the smoke.

    You don’t know, said Carly. You never had a baby. You were never raped by

three fucking men  and one of them’s supposed to be your  fucking boyfriend.

How can you have a baby after that? You can, you don’t think you can, but you

can. If he makes you, you can. You fucker. You forensic fucker. Fuck off, all of you.

How could you do that to me? How?

   In the morning, the fire was cold, the big lump of wood scorched black at the

bottom but not burnt. Jonathon had gone. Jasper and Carly moved around each

other with no more than the usual grumbling and snapping. If she remembered

the night before she gave no sign. Never any sign. At eleven Jasper headed for

the bus stop half a mile down the road. By three he was back with eight cans of

beer. He passed one to Carly before sitting on the upturned crate to make a roll

up.

   Cheers, darling, she said. 
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Pablo Picasso’s Chiropodist 
 
One day Pable Picasso put pen to paper. 
       ‘’My chiropodist needs a new toaster’, he wrote. ‘I met him in the Parc des Baguettes this 
lunchtime. A very fine lunchtime it was, too. Birds were singing and the ice cream stalls were 
already doing a brisk business. The trees in their rows cast shadows. I sat with my chiropodist, 
Jean-Jacques, for a few minutes and he explained how his life would be complete if only he had 
a new toaster.  
      At the end of our conversation, I bid him good day, and I continued on my way to the area 
around the pond, where I often wander while thinking about the intricacies of my profession. The 
trouble with chatting with Jean-Jacques has often been the lack of any spark between us, but 
the admittance on his part that he needed a new toaster, the old one having stopped working, 
might possibly be the moment in which our relationship flourishes. I am keen to see how this 
develops. 
Presently, and in high spirits, I came across Francis Pepper, the renowned manufacturer of 
sausages and a good friend of mine, so I told him about the chiropodist. 
‘People have their quirks,’ Francis said. ‘A household without a tumble dryer signifies something 
deeper, wouldn’t you say? Are we not all humans here, trying to make our way in the world?’ 
‘How are things in the sausage industry?’ 
‘Most pleasant indeed,’ Francis replied. ‘I’ve been getting some great feedback from my 
customers.’ 
‘Me too,’ I lied. ‘They seem to be really taking to my blue period.’ 
‘I’m currently in my Magenta period,’ Francis explained, ‘or Nevada beige. Whatever it was that I 
just painted the walls of my living room.’ A shallow joke, but I supplied him with a laugh 
nonetheless. 
At that moment we heard several cries and one or two screams, and we both watched, 
dumbfounded, as a hot air balloon crashed through the trees, its basket, smash!, hitting the 
surface of the pond with a sickening jolt. Its pilot was a chap with the biggest handlebar 
moustache I’d seen in many a while. He was yelling and cursing, and as he climbed out of his 
basket into the shallow water, through which he began to wade around the basket, he was 
cursing the whole time. He then shook his fist at the hot air balloon just like a character in a 
silent movie. 
‘Let me know if you need any sausages dropped off at your gaff,’ Francis said. 
‘Are they gluten free?’ 
‘What?’ 
I leaned back and I felt the sun on my face. It was a beautiful lunchtime and I could sense the 
summer itself, moving up from the savannah and creeping its way slowly to this city of light. I 
could hear the birds in the trees and the happy sound of people chatting, walking, and gasping 
at the hot air balloon. The sun sparkling on the surface of the pond.  
‘I need to go, soon,’ I said to Francis. ‘I have a shipment of blue paint to pick up. But I’d rather 
stay here, it’s so beautiful.’ 
‘It is,’ Francis replied. ‘But you don’t want to be late. You are, after all, a man ahead of your 
time.’ 
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‘Funny.’ 
The hot air balloon was slowly deflating now, and the pilot with the handlebar moustache was 
still wading in the pond, trying to hold the huge canvas bag as it slowly lost its shape and kind of 
slumped down around him. People were gathered in groups and pointing, except for the family 
to my left who were enjoying their déjeuner sur les trees. I let out a very self-satisfied sigh. 
‘Life is wonderful.’ 
‘Ay.’ 
‘But I cannot relax, knowing that my chiropodist wants a new toaster.’ 
I said this even though it had nothing to do with the present moment. Perhaps I just wanted to 
elevate the moment. 
‘Won’t anybody actually help me?’ the pilot yelled, and soon he was obscured from view by his 
deflating hot air balloon. 
And thus ended Pablo Picasso’s note.  
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Renegade Appetite

A pain
That begins beneath
The ribs,
Ascends to the
Head,
A mind that
Blows in the wind,
Remembering the
Last drink,
The drink
I put down
Because
my body
Could no longer
Take it
Remembering the
Filth, the mess, the lightning
Of the shivering blaze
Scorching my
Life
My parents’ lives,
My ex-girlfriend’s
Life,
My best friend’s
Life
My sisters’
Lives
Remembering the
Secret room
The darkness
The reconciliation
The
Oneness
With
Self-hatred
Unresponsive, and
Complete
In
Its
Power
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There
Is nothing
Nothing redemptive,
No excuse, no reason, no justification
No explanation
Nothing good
About reaching for a
Drink

There is something
Inside me,
No, there is only
I
Which rattles
Away
With lips ready to
Recant
Of a sobriety which
Like sand
The driest sand
Stretches on
To
Fucking nowhere,
The closer I
Get
To its
Mirages

I am
The most
Manipulative
Person I know
For the river of denial
The persuasive
Waters
Nourish every single
Attempt
Every single insight
Every single new
Cause
New
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Reimagining of
My life
My self
With the texture
The attraction of
A lie

When
It is always
The same,
I’ll let myself
Go
Let myself fly
Away,
Aim, cock back
And
Shoot,

Dead centre, on sight
Once again,
Pieces all
Astray,
So
There is only
The weight
The great hunger
Back again,
Like
It never went
Away
My cards all draw
Blank

Well
No matter the consequences
The visions of
The screaming lowliest
Poverty,
The living death of
Madness,
The loss of my
Humanness,
The loss of their
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Love
Their lives
The unendurable
Guilt,
The memory of
All that could have
Been,
Kill me,
Kill me,
Kill me,
The bottle of vodka,
Thirteen pounds ninety-nine
Pence
The four pack of beer
The bottles
Of red wine
The cigarettes
The blackouts
The vomiting
The sleep,
The sleep,
Kill me.

It’s all
In me
So close
My sobriety
My intoxication,
Come home
Tonight
Wait for me
Out there,
I’m not the man
I have been,
This
Time
I’ve nothing for either
Of you
No words
No discussion
No romanticism
No plans,
No love lost
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Anymore
My dearest
Companions,
I’ll come out
Swinging
Both of
Yous,
I’ll have this
My violence
Breath baying
Foam rising
And you
Can kick me
To the floor,
I’ll get up with a fucking
Knife,
And I’ll
Stop
When there’s
Blood
When I put my
Ear to your
Hearts
And I hear no
Pulse,
This isn’t a poem,
This is
Bloody murder.
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Man out of Time 
 
Drop in Ocean of Time 
Nothing Feels the Same 
Open the Bottle 
And let the Fears Watch Over You 
It’s Nothing Just a Man Out of Time 
You’re still there Listening 
Close the Door and Lock the Locks 
I Don’t Care 
NOTHING HELPS 
The Sun Never Shines Today 
Through the Eyes of lost Memories Lost in Space and Time 
That Fades to Black 
I Soon Join You in the Firefly of the Grave 
And I Wish Sometimes I was Dead and Back on the Gravy Train of Life 
Rich in Herbs and Spices that Makes Life Worth Living Well 
Instead of High Noon 
So Don’t Let Me Pass You By When I Get Drunk on Life 
And the Moon is Now the Sun Forever Lonely 
On a Kiss of Strawberry Ice Cream 
That Melts Away My Last Drops of Blood 
That’s Rock’n’Roll 
It’s Better to Burn Out than Fade Away 
Just like the Old Bridges of Old 
I Am a Man Out of Time 
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